In 1996 when Nick and I bought an old sheep ranch and apple farm
on the Sonoma Coast, we wore our hair in pony tails. Perhaps premature baldness was dictating our hairstyle decisions, (we joked that we
should take an aerial photo of our balding heads and label the wine
TwoPeay.) Could be our decision to pursue entrepreneurial, unconventional careers (for a couple of guys from suburban Cleveland) had
unconsciously incited us to wear our hair any way we wanted to
(goddammit.) Whether we intended it or not, our hairstyle was a symbol loaded with meaning. One of those meanings may have been that
we were earthy, tree-hugging types. This is not inaccurate as we both
liked to hike and camp, grow and buy organic, locally-grown vegetables and meat, and support various environmental groups. We had no doubt that organic vegetables often tasted better
than conventionally-farmed vegetables and had a more benign impact on the environment. But when we planted our
first 30 acres in 1998, we did not farm our grapes organically. Not to be misunderstood, we did not farm chemically
intensively either, but we used Round Up to control weeds and used the occasional manufactured fungicide and insecticide to control mildew and pests. Huh, why?
Our reasoning was practical; we were in a very foggy and cold location and at the time there were few effective organic
fungicides and herbicides on the market that actually worked. The majority, if not all, of the wines that were explicitly
marketed as organically-grown emphasized their farming practices as the most important feature of their wine, not the
quality and taste of the wine. In most cases, this was for a good reason. The wine might have all sorts of issues due to
poor farming conditions that made it taste awful but the wine was organic and that was all mattered to the consumer
segment that valued the organic label. Consumers of the great wines of the world, however, – and that was our primary goal, to make great wine – did not seem to value organic farming methods. All that mattered was taste (and, well,
location, location, location). If the consumer did not value organic farming methods, and if the great wines of the world
did not grow their fruit organically (or at least not that we knew of at the time), was it possible for us to make worldclass wines using the available organic methods? We didn’t know and hedged our bets by being judicious when we
used any non-organic products and kept our ears open for alternatives.
A few years later, Nick started to read about new organic inputs and tools that were way more effective than the current lot. Our cost of farming would increase by $2,000 to $3,000 per acre and certain steps would take a lot longer to
accomplish, especially controlling weeds using the new under vine tillers. But in 2003, we switched to 100% organic
farming after Nick discovered a fungicide he could spray in rotation with sulfur to control mildew. The chemistry had
caught up and we were happy to be as consistent in our business farming decisions as we were in our personal eating
and growing decisions. Cost aside, it was not a minor decision. It used to take Nick 3 days to spray herbicide for weed
control. Now it takes Nick over 25 days spread over six or seven weeks to till under 51 acres of vines – moving at a
mind-numbingly glacial speed. In the meantime, the vines are pushing shoots and growing like mad. Every day we
weed, we fall further behind and it takes all summer to catch up. Further Nick and Vanessa must attend integrated pest
management classes and fish-friendly farming classes through the Sonoma County Grapegrowers Association to learn
about methods for controlling pests using natural methods like attracting beneficial predatory pests. We always used
compost to adjust our soil composition but now we make our own so we do not buy inferior compost full of weeds and
wood chips. We have not sought recognition for these methods. It is not on our label. Our local environmental groups
have not given us any credit for our increased costs in consideration for the environment. We just think organic farming will make tastier grapes as the vineyard ecosystem is healthier and more in balance. Mother Nature can provide a
more diverse, harmonious and healthy growing environment than we can by trying to eliminate and add inputs with a
blunt sword.
Continued on page 5
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The 2014 wines have proven to be among our best wines. They have the depth and concentration of the 2012s with the
brightness and aromatic appeal of the 2013s. We have been pouring them for customers all year and the universal response has been, “wow!” We hope you have had a similar experience with wines you have tasted from the spring release. One note, we did not make a 2014 Roussanne. Well, we made 40 cases but decided after bottling that it was delicious but did not taste like our Roussanne. It is an exceptional, crisp white wine and we plan to release it to you sometime soon. We are bottling a delicious 2015 Roussanne/Marsanne this August and will release it next fall.

The 2014 Estate Chardonnay is superb and a classic version of our Chardonnay. The nose has a fennel, lemongrass, key
lime and lemon thyme qualities with hints of green banana and smoke. It is not the least bit buttery or tropical in the
nose. The palate is very consistent with the nose with medium body and great acidity keeping the wine fresh and
bright. The mid-palate emphasizes lemon meringue, wet stone and pear notes. There is depth and a little richness but it
is racy. This tastes like top-shelf Meursault from a producer who emphasizes purity and minerality over fat. There is a
little less flintiness than the 2013 Estate with more lemon, floral, slate and fennel notes. Drink now as the oak is wellintegrated and enjoy over the next 8+ years. Also available in magnum.

Ama was the last of our estate cuvées to emerge from our 35 acres of Pinot noir and, as such, it often got short shrift
from me. You think I would know better as the youngest child in my family. Ama needed to find its way, however, and
the style bounced around a little as vintages were quite different. Well, in 2014 the Ama Pinot noir has become something very, very exciting. The nose has spicy cherry and toasty notes with a strong blood red orange streak. This Ama
has the refinement and elegance found in Scallop Shelf with its own unique expression of our vineyard. There is great
acidity as one expects from our vineyard and there is a litheness yet depth of flavor that makes great Pinot noir so compelling. I would drink one now to let your toes dance and then hold the rest of the case to enjoy from time to time over
the next 10+ years. Also available in magnum.

The 2014 Scallop Shelf is aromatic with a core of wild berry, strawberry/rhubarb fruit bolstered by crispy pork belly and
bay leaf aromas. It is high toned like the 2009 Scallop Shelf with some of the darker anise notes lingering underneath like
the 2013. The flavors in the mid-palate are consistent with the aromas. The weight on the palate is medium due to moderate alcohol and the tannins are silky making it approachable now but also able to age for as long as you’d like. The
finish has the dried pine needle and earthy quality present in all of our Pinot noirs. I would enjoy a bottle now to gauge
it for your own palate and then open the rest over the next 10 years. A superb Scallop Shelf. Also available in magnum.

The La Bruma cuvée is our more berry and floral driven Syrah and the classic 2014 La Bruma is no exception. The violet
notes are supported by grilled bread, new leather and blood aromas with hints of cloves and cinnamon stick. These last
toasty notes will integrate over the next 5 years. The mouth has the classic La Bruma flavors of iron, blackberry, ink (or
lead pencil) and cherry with medium body and great acid. The La Bruma still tastes a little young at this stage but by
winter will be approachable and will bring great enjoyment over the next 15+ years. Also available in magnum.
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Andy and I heeded the call of wine fresh out of college. We struck out to make our
way in the world of business with our own little passionate, entrepreneurial enterprise. We were not alone. The magic, the rapture, the spell that beautiful, sumptuous wine casts has lured many. Over the past ten years we have received visitors
with entrepreneurial spirits of their own, seeking us out for an allocation of our
small production wine that they can sell back on their home turf. They all had to
find a way to match their passion for wine with an opportunity where they lived.
Passion and excitement alone do not make a successful business venture, however. These wine entrepreneurs had to identify and anticipate unmet consumer demand in their far corners of the globe and take risks to nurture it – and in a timely
manner. It appears that one of the trends they foresaw is a demand for wines that appeal to the increasingly more educated
and sophisticated palates of people around the globe. Each had unique circumstances that contributed to their success (and
failure) and we want to recognize and appreciate their ambition.
In July I hosted a bi-continental couple, she from Oregon, he an Australian. While interrogating my captives, er, customers
– “had they tried our wine?” - I marveled that our importer, Prince Wine from Melbourne, had bothered to come to seek us
out on the Sonoma Coast and bring our elegant wines to the land of big fruit and alcohol, Australia. On the one hand, the
entirely rational alcoholic beverage laws in Australia allow merchants to import, distribute and sell wine retail throughout
the country. On the other hand, the home-industry-protecting tariffs are extremely high and from what we see of Australian imports, Peay wines are not really a shoo-in for the Australian palate. How can Peay compete? How will our importer
succeed? In response, my Australian guest pointed out that the typical Australian imbiber was drinking less wine these
days but drinking higher quality, so that our pricier product (as it appears on shelves down there) was actually receiving
more interest as Australian connoisseurs seek ever higher quality and more elegance in their wine. We are, in fact, on trend.
How did Mr. McNamara of Prince Wine Store know that when he sought us out years ago?
Our trip to Japan for IPOB in April 2015 revealed an interesting fine wine scene. I learned that there are a few high end California Pinot producers who have dedicated significant resources and quite a bit of time to marketing their wine in Japan.
Of course, I also learned of the great match of Pinot noir and Japanese cuisine (hint: it’s all that umami). Interestingly, I discovered an enthusiastic embrace by the Japanese of what we would mutually agree is “quality” wine. In fact, my hosts (our
importer Nakagawa – thank you, Hiroko) educated me on how European the Japanese wine connoisseur’s palate naturally
is, favoring complexity and finesse over sheer power. Our public tastings in Japan were a pleasant surprise to the
attendees, a discovery of more European-styled California wines that were more pleasing to their palates than their previously held conception of extracted, overripe, California Pinot noir. We minted many fans, among them Reiko and Taiji Sasaki, who made their second trip to visit me last week. They related to me how wine educator Ms. Kana Miki had held a
blind tasting of six Sonoma Coast Pinots (I won’t say who, other than our direct competitors) and ours was the preferred
wine for its earthiness and brightness of fruit. These are elements you find in and that pair well with Japanese cuisine. We
had to travel to Japan to meet the Sasakis and other consumers but our importer, Nakagawa, branched out from their Napa
-heavy portfolio over six years ago and added Peay to their selection of wineries before the Japanese consumers knew they
wanted our style of wine; prescient and not without risk.
Julian Campbell clearly has entrepreneurial ambition. Three years ago Julian traveled from the slick hustle and bustle of
London, England to our wild location on the Sonoma Coast, aiming to double or triple his California listings (from 1 winery to 2 or 3!) Again, one has to consider the cost of our wine after shipping such a distance and adding the stiff import tariff for a non-EU member when compared to a short hop across the Channel from Burgundy. When I voiced skepticism on
the price barriers for American wines, Julian claimed that change was afoot; The British fine wine consumers were being
priced out of trendy Burgundy and sought comparative bargains. Our wines were priced on par with village level Burgundy
and with disastrous yields in Burgundy the past 4 years even those are hard to find. Indeed, I heard that some Burgundies
were unavailable at any price. Of course, what will transpire post-Brexit is a bit of a puzzle. The pound has fallen relative to
the dollar so our wine will be even more expensive, but the pound has fallen relative to the Euro as well, so Burgundy will
not be spared. I guess it’s a safe bet that the looming British recession will be a wet squib on pretty much all fine wine sales
there. Good luck, Julian and the rest of the U.K.!
Continued on page 4
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Yes, sometimes entrepreneurial insight is sidelined by the unexpected and sometimes things don’t quite pan out as one
hopes. Optimism is definitely a requirement to start your own business, and as a farmer, I have ample amounts of it. Of
course, sometimes an entrepreneurial adventure is too thinly capitalized or trends don’t materialize at the rate you expect, and a slow pay from a customer may turn into a non-pay. I met a lovely, super-knowledgeable, German importer
who wanted to be the leader of a new wave of California wine sales in his part of the world. We sent him wine. We did
eventually get paid, and when I hosted him at the winery, we spoke not a word of that struggle, behaving like gentlemen
and connoisseurs who shared a passion as I tasted him through the barrels of the coming release. Though all of the right
things were said, I’m not expecting an order from him. With a domestic wine market that is comparatively less expensive and Burgundy only a stone’s throw to the west, maybe Germany is not quite ready for Peay or wines in our style or
California wines at all. Or maybe just not in his portfolio. Huh? Perhaps it is time to visit Berlin and find out?
And sometimes all goes too well. At least, too well would be how we see it. We were sought out by the juggernaut
known as Joe Best from Georgia, who just had to have our wine, who did indeed sell it (and drank it by the case!), and
who paid on time. And then he sold the company he built for a huge profit. Que te vaya bien, amigo! Now he has gone
on to conquer scaling quality bread production in the Southeast of the U.S. and beyond. I hear he is doing very well at
that, too. Some have business chops to match ambition and passion.
Even though we entertain the entreaties of importers from far afield, exporting wine will never be more than a minor
intrigue for us. We just don’t make very much wine. While it is great fun to see our wine on a list in Melbourne or Tokyo
or Copenhagen, we would need to export a great deal more to justify traveling to such far flung places to support our
importers. In order to do that we would need to make a lot more wine, which would be a hazard to quality control: we
really are quite particular and hands-on when it comes to grape growing and wine making. It would also alter the nature of our relationship with you. We want to be small, to
maintain a personal relationship with our mailing list customers. Though our ambition to
make wine the world recognizes as superior remains, we want to maintain a size where
we can sell the majority of our wine directly to you. We have evolved from wine entrepreneurs to a small family business. And that is, in the end, enough.

Fall Release Groups 1 & 2

SF, CA

8/15

Announced via email and this newsletter

Fall Release Groups 3

SF, CA

8/17

Announced via email and this newsletter

Delfina Wine Dinner

SF, CA

8/17

www.delfinasf.com/restaurant

Fall Release Groups 4 & 5

SF, CA

8/18

Announced via email and this newsletter

Waterbar Oyster Fest

SF, CA

8/28

www.waterbarsf.com/events

Metropolitan Club Wine Dinner-Members only

Wash D.C.

8/30

Sold out

Pluckemin Inn Seminar & Wine Dinner

Bedminster, NJ

8/31

www.pluckemininn.com

Westchester Country Club Wine Dinner-Members only

Rye, NY

9/1

Pinot on the River

Healdsburg, CA

10/23

www.pinotfestival.com

Nico Wine Dinner

SF,CA

10/26

www.nicosf.com

Big Sur Food & Wine Festival

Big Sur, CA

11/3

www.bigsurfoodandwine.org

Elanus Release Party —Groups 1 & 2 only

SF, CA

11/16

Announced via personal invitation

11/17

Announced via email

Holiday Release—all Groups
Atelier Crenn Wine Dinner

SF, CA

12/TBD
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This spring, however, we decided to fill out the forms to certify our vineyard as an organically-farmed vineyard so we
could be labeled organic by the CCOF (California Certified Organic Farmers). Why did we wait 13 years to become certified
organic? Well, as I mentioned above, for a long time organically-farmed grapes had a pejorative connotation in the market
and most consumers did not appear to see the value in the farming methods. We farmed that way to suit our own beliefs
and did not want to handicap the perceived value in our wine by being labeled as some hippy-dippy wine made by folks
who cared more about peace, love and understanding than making great wine. Consumer perception, however, has shifted. Many consumers – particularly in the segment where we sell our wine – see the implied value in organically-grown
grapes as they have shifted their personal consumption of produce and meat to organically-grown. Organic farming requires farmers to be in their vineyard every day, paying attention, so they can avoid or catch issues before they become severe and out of control. It requires greater attention and sensitivity to the vineyard’s overall ecosystem and farmers must
rely on tactics that promote the health of the vineyard reducing the need for chemicals of any type. Conventional farming
can enable farmers to be less attentive as they have powerful tools and chemicals at their disposal in case something goes
awry. There can be a cost, however, as they often alter the overall health of a vineyard by being blunt and broad-brushed
(for example, using pesticides that kill bad and good insects.) And, the impact on quality is clear when you taste the results,
whether it is a tomato, an ear of corn, an egg, or a grape.
The second factor driving our decision to certify was that 2016 was our 18 th year farming grapes at our location and we had
learned a lot about the issues we would face out here. The primary objective remains the same - growing the highest quality fruit possible - and not being CCOF certified in the past gave us flexibility as we gained experience as grape growers. If
we experienced a fatal threat to our vines that could not be stopped using organic farming methods, we liked having the
option to consider whatever means we could to save our vineyard. We only needed this flexibility once, back in 2004, and
that was on only 0.2 acres of Roussanne that had an infestation of thrips. At the time there were not any organic chemicals
that effectively killed thrips and thrip infestation would have spread and ruined the fruit. Had we not used the manufactured chemical we would have retained our righteousness and purity but lost our crop. We now have a pretty good idea
how to farm to avoid pests like that and, if we see them, how to address the threat using organic approaches. As a result,
the significant money and time we will invest in certification (permits, fees, inspections, and compliance) will likely not go
to waste as we can pursue our primary goal of making great wine while maintaining our certification.
Lastly, some of you might ask why we do not farm biodynamically. If you are a long term reader
of our newsletter, you know we do not adhere to biodynamic farming methods as we feel it advocates unproven, dogmatic (pick only on fruit days regardless of the condition of the fruit), slightly
religious (atavistic?) protocols in addition to standard organic grape growing principles. “Going
bio” has had empirical beneficial results and it is why many great vignerons proselytize the farming method. But the reasons for their results might not be due to “packing the horn” or “stirring
counter clockwise to dynamize the mixture” - as biodynamic teaching demands - but the switch to
organic farming. Many biodynamic farmers were conventional farmers before they converted to
Bio and, of course, the land responded. To farm using biodynamic methods, you must farm organically and that requires the farmer to be in the vineyard, paying attention. And the soil will become
healthier. The micro-environment will be healthier. Was it the tea? Was it the moon? Or was it the
attention in the vineyard required to be an organic farmer; what organic farmers call the “boot
print” impact?
In any event, now that consumers perceive the quality in organically-grown wines and we feel confident we can handle
almost any situation using organic methods, it is time for us to let you know how we farm by becoming certified. We are
not sure how long it will take to get approval. Usually it is three years with inspections. But, we have records that show we
have farmed organically for 11 years and it will likely be much shorter. Do not think, however, that we have suddenly
changed what we are doing, or the objective of our winery – making superior, classic, terroir-driven wines. Nope, we are
doing what we have always done. Now we are just letting you, and people who have never seen our wine before and will
see the CCOF mark, know why, perhaps, the wines taste better. And, a CCOF logo is a less freighted symbol of our commitment to superior and well-considered farming methods than a picture of our balding head with ponytails, no?
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This past winter my friend Pablo sent me an email encouraging me to check out a Chef’s Table episode
on Francis Mallman. In the past, Pablo had been to our annual 3-day party for 150 friends at the vineyard where for 18 years we eat whole pigs, piles of oysters, a flock of chicken, and sundry other delicacies. He felt this was something I must do. Now. I had never heard of the show (it is currently in its second season) and had a faint recollection that a chef from Argentina with that name had swung through
the East Bay and held a dinner at Camino. My wife had gone to bed early so I tuned in and watched the
show. I did not sleep that night. Leaving Mallman’s personal ethics and approach to life and people in
his life aside for the moment, his approach to cooking was—is—thrilling. The episode shows him in remote parts of his native Patagonia
cooking whole animals over live fire on spits, crosses, beds of coals, large steel platters, you name it. As long as it can be cooked over fire
and is enhanced by low heat and charring, he is doing it. I love what fire does to food. The Maillard Reaction brings out the sweetness of
vegetables and meat and the smoky depth of flavor in the food somehow grabs me by my primal soul and shakes me. I salivate. I do the
seat dance. That night my mind raced with how I would further expand my cooking techniques for my party in July. Take it up a notch.
Make 150 of my friends dance in excitement.
I contacted my buddy Rob Hunter who has a restaurant on the Mendocino Coast—Uneda Eat—and told him to watch the show. He did.
He drew up some plans and dropped them at the farm where my brother, Nick, who is handy with a torch, made a couple of crucifixes
with weighted bases and spears with hooks out of rebar. We used the backhoe to dig a large pit the size and depth of a coffin. On Saturday morning we built a bed of mesquite hardwood coals and oak and over the next 8 hours slowly cooked 2 whole lambs and 28 whole
chickens. When they were finished we then placed a whole pig wrapped in wet banana leaves in the pit and buried it with dirt to let it
steam overnight (see web site for recipe from 10 years ago). The next day we dug up the pig and pulled the entire animal. We added spices and cooked the pulled pork on large sheet pans with more fat and salt at very high heat in a large wood –fired oven to crisp it up for
Sunday’s Taco feast. The results were delicious. The process was invigorating. There was no waste of any of the animals and an entire
team of people was involved in preparing the meal. It fostered what cooking and eating should; a sense of community as we cooked and
carved and prepared the animals to share with friends. And we danced in our seats and on our feet that weekend.
So, as a thank you to Francis Mallman for his inspiration, I suggest you check out his cookbook On Fire and take a shot at one of his dishes
below. If you’d like more details on how we cooked over open fire I am happy to email you or call you but for most people whole animal
cooking is not feasible so I will not include those recipes here. Enjoy the smoky flavors of low heat, open fire cooking.

Andy Peay

Leg of Pork Ingredients

Leg of Pork

1 pork leg, on the bone. 22lbs,
leave 3/4 inch thick fat on leg

Make deep lengthwise cuts in the fat side of the leg along the entire pork leg about 1 1/2 inches apart. Cut crosswise to
form a crosshatch pattern along entire leg. Season with plenty of salt. Line the grooves with rosemary sprigs, pressing in as
much rosemary as you can. Slice garlic in fat pieces and stuff in and around rosemary in the grooves of fat. Use butcher’s
string to tie loops around leg to hold rosemary in place. Wrap in foil and refrigerate 3 to 4 hours, overnight is best. Bring
to room temperature before roasting.

Coarse Salt
4+ bunches of Rosemary
12 garlic cloves

Salmuera Ingredients
1 cup water

If grilling (recommended), build a charcoal fire to medium heat and turn oven to 325 degrees. Place the meat on the fire
and grill slowly, turning to brown the fat on all sides. Transfer to a roasting pan, cover with double thickness of tin foil, and
place in the oven for 4 hours. If only using the oven, heat the oven to 425 degrees. Place pork leg in a roasting pan and
brown for 25 minutes until fat crisps and rosemary is fragrant. Remove from oven, cover with foil, lower oven to 325 degrees and cook covered for 4 hours.

1 navel orange

After 4 hours, uncover the meat and pour off most of the fat. Raise heat to 350 degrees and baste meat with fat and return to the oven for another 2 hours or until the interior is 150 degrees and the fat is crisp and brown. Remove from oven,
put on cutting board with a loose foil tent and let rest for 30 minutes.

2 Tsps black peppercorns

Orange, Black Pepper and Rosemary Salmuera

1 Tbs coarse salt

3 garlic cloves

Boil 1 cup water. Add the salt and dissolve and remove from heat. Strip the zest from the orange, chop it and set it aside in
1/4 cup rosemary leaves, chopped a mortar. Trim all the pith from the orange and throw it away. Place a bowl underneath to catch the juices while you cut
between orange membranes to release the segments and let the segments drop into the bowl. Set aside.
1 Tbs fresh lemon juice
Wrap the peppercorns in a kitchen towel and pound with a mullet until cracked. Add to mortar with orange zest, garlic
3/4 cup extra Virgin olive Oil
cloves and chopped rosemary. Pound and grind into a coarse paste. Stir paste into the orange juice then whisk in 1/4 cup
of the salt water, the lemon juice and the olive oil. Add orange segments and set aside in a serving dish.
Serves 15-20 with leftovers

Serve
Carve thin slices inwards towards the bone and then cut lengthwise the direction of the leg bone to release slices. Arrange
the slices on plates, pour juices from the leg on top and serve with the salmuera.
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